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1657
Establishment ofthe Daughters ofCharity at Saint-Fargeau, at Cahors,
and at /a Sa/pitriere in Paris.
May: Second visit ofMonsieur Berthe to Angers.
November: Letters Patent from the King approving the Company of
the Daughters of Charity.
L.505 - TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER ctcILE AGNEs'
Daughler of Charily, Servant of the Sick Poor at the H6te/-Dieu
of SainI-Jean al Angers
January 8, 16S7

My very dear Sister,
I imagine that it must have grieved you to go so long without receiving
a letter from us. I have so little time because of my ailments and the sister
who assists me has also been unwell. This has caused part of the delay.
However, I was also waiting for the first conference of the year, so I
could participate in the drawing for the holy pictures, in your place, after
our Most Honored Father had blessed them. Enclosed are the ones that
Providence has chosen for you. We wanted to allow each of you the
consolation of drawing her own when they are distributed.
The subject of the Conference' was the obligation we have of striving
after our own perfection this year, even more intensely than we have in
the past. The first point gave the reasons why we must strive to reach
perfection; the second, the means at our disposition to attain it; the third,
the obstacles that we might encounter as we seek perfection.
If Monsieur l'abbe' could spare you a little time, and if all our sisters
were animated by a sincere desire to reach personal perfection, I think
that you would profit considerably by a little conference on this subject.
Believe me, Sister, it is more harmful to our sanctification than good to
seek our own satisfaction by speaking privately first to one person then
to another. However, the advice given to all, assembled in the name of
Our Lord, which each one receives as coming from the hand of God and
intended for her personally, is much more profitable.
But allow me to tell you what often prevents us from being better and
more faithful despite all the instructions which are so charitably given
us. It occurs when we do not reflect that it is God who is speaking to us,
or when we say that such and such a thing is said for us personally because
I. cecne Angiboust, see Letter 108.
2. Conference of January 6, 16S7 (Coste X, 242).
3. Monsieur l'abbe de Vaux, see Letter 12.
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convinced that we need all that is being taught us, we are bold enough
to say that it is being addressed to this sister or that one, or that another
sister has indeed been told off.
Am I not mean to think this way? But do not believe, my dear Sisters,
that I think such things of you. I point them out because I have observed
such conduct in some sisters here, and each of us is caPable of committing
all the faults that others commit. I, therefore, allow myself to bring these
obstacles to your attention while begging God to preserve you from them
and urging you, during this new year, to renew your first fervor for the
service of God, so as to obtain from His goodness the grace of fidelity
and perseverance in fulfilling His holy will. If you realized how fortunate
you are to be in a place where everything contributes to your sanctification, you would praise God continually for having chosen you for this
work.
Sister Gaudoin,' I will not fail to write to Beauvais as you requested.
I send my cordial greetings to all our sisters and to each one in particular.
It is a great consolation for me to know that Sister Claude' is in the
disposition you mentioned, as are all our dear sisters. If humility,
simplicity and charity, which produce support, are well established among
you, your little Company will be made up of as many saints as there are
persons. We must not wait, however, for someone else to begin. If it can
be said that these holy practices are not universally in use, let each of us
be the very first to start. Moreover, it is not enough to begin because she
who starts out, generously should say, .. I will never tire of practicing
these virtues even though I may not reach the level of holiness of others."
This latter would not happen.
It has pleased Our Lord to call to Himself Sister Claude Chantereau,'
who was serving the poor in Lower Normandy, on the estates of the
Duchess de Ventadour. 4 0 my dear Sisters, what a sweet fragrance her
virtues have left! Our sister,' who was fortunate enough to live with her,
related all the consolations she enjoyed while they were together. These
poor daughters witness well to their fidelity to Our Lord. They live 15
leagues from Caen, in an area through which no courier service passes,
so they sometimes go three months without receiving any news of us and
our letters are frequently lost. Despite all this, they live as if they were
here with us. I beg you to thank God for this and for the strength His
I. Marie GauOOln, see Letter 294.
2. Claude Carti. from Neuville, near Pontoise. arrived at the hospital of Nantes in August
1646. She was the Assistant of the house. She returned to Paris around 1652--1653. She
arrived in Angers In approximately the month of AU&Ust 16S6. She would be named
Sister Servant after the departure of C6ci1e Angiboust, see Letter 198.
3. Claude Cbantereau was at 8ainte-Marie-du-MoDt. see Letter 421.
4. Madame de Ventadour. see Letter 268.
S. :elisabeth Jowteau. see Letter 421.
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your prayers.
All our sisters send greetings and join me in asking to be remembered
in your prayers. I beg the Blessed Virgin, if such be the will of God, to
assist, with her all-powerful intercession, our very dear sister who trusts
in her. I am, with all my heart, in the love of Our Lord, my dear Sisters,
your very humble sister and servant.

L.506· TO MY VERY DEAR SISTERS CATHERINE' AND MARIE'
Daughters of Charity, Servants of the Sick Poor at Brienne
January 10, 1657

My very dear Sisters,
I am writing this very hasty note to assure you that I am not ill and
that our Most Honored Father is well, thank God. I am sure that you
will still continue to pray for his well-being.
I praise God, Sister Marie, that you are completely restored to health.
It is true that I failed to write to you last month, but you know the reason
why. Had I not feared to sadden and upset you, I would have put it off
again for the same reason.
We are enclosing the pictures and maxims that were drawn for you
after they had been blessed by Monsieur Vincent. I beg Our Lord to grant
you the grace to make good use of them.
Sister Jeanne Blot is very worried about her little brother. I beg you
to fmd out what he is doing; if he and his sisters are living in the fear of
God; and if this child is learning anything.
All our sisters send their greetings. The sisters from Brienne' are in
good health and are progressing well, if a bit slowly. Please explain clearly
to their relatives that they are not sufficiently well-instructed to write to
them often, and that all our sisters have so much to do that they cannot
take the time necessary to write.
As for your brothers, they are doing very well at the Mission, and, as
I already told you, are still in the same dispositions. As for your cousin,
I think I told you that he had left. 0 my dear Sisters, what a good thing
it is to confide all our affections and all our cares to Divine Providence!
1. Catherine Baucher. a native ofEpOne, in the department of 8eine-et-Qisc. She was placed
at Nantes from 1649 16S3. She was in Brienne in 1654-1655. She was sent to Poland in
1668 and remained there until 1679.
2. Marie Donion, see Letter 382
3. The sisters who were natives of Brienne.
w
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on you. I am in the love of Our Lord, my very dear Sisters, your very
humble sister and servant.
P .S. Please pray to God for the repose of the soul of Sister Claude
Chantereau.' Toward the end of last year, Sister Elisabeth' praised her
highly to us for the way she had seen her practice virtue.
Sister Elisabeth Brocard' is in good health. She is at La Fere with Sister
Marie-Marthe' nursing the poor soldiers, wounded during the last battle
in Picardy. God willing, they will be back soon, I think.

L.507 - TO MONSIEUR L'ABBE DE VAUX
January 10, 1657

Monsieur,
I hope that your goodness will pardon me for the long time I have
allowed to pass without affording myself the honor of thanking you most
humbly, as I do now, for your continuous charity toward our sisters, and
for the news you went to the trouble of sending us about them. It is true,
Monsieur, that our Sister Marie' does not yet seem to have sufficient
knowledge to replace our Sister Cecile.' So long as her dispositions are
not negative, and she possesses discretion, sound judgment and some
foundation in virtue, perhaps the experience and practical ability of our
sister, which she will constantly observe, will suffice to form her mind
for authority. I think that we will need time to determine that.
I praise God, Monsieur, for your perfect cure. His Providence knows
the need the Church has for your good health and all that He wills to
accomplish through you in the proposed work. I hope for many blessings
for it if you resolve to overcome all difficulties with your usual
confidence.
I was a little too forward when, speaking to our sisters of a conference
which Monsieur Vincent had given us on the Feast of the Epiphany, it
occurred to me that a similar one would be very profitable for them. 7 I
feel certain, Monsieur, that they will importune you for one, and if I were
I.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

Claude Chantereau died at Sainte-Marie-du~Mont. see Letter 421.
Elisabeth Jousteau, see Letter 421.
Elisabeth Brocard. see Letter 237. was in Angers with Marie Donian.
Marie-Marthe Trumeau was at Nantes with Catherine Baucher.
Marie Gaudoin, see Letter 294.
ctciIe Ansiboust, see Letter lOB.
see Letter 50S.
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not too considerate, because of the great tasks with which I know that
your Charity is burdened, I would join my supplications to theirs.
I beg your pardon for taking this liberty. Believe that I am, with the
respect lowe you, in the love of Our Lord, Monsieur, your very humble
and obedient servant.

L.393· TO MY VERY DEAR SISTERS CATHERINE' AND MARIE'
Daughters of Charity, Servants of the Sick Poor at Brlenne
January 12, 1657

My very dear Sisters,
I do not know if Brother Mathieu's' brothers gave you a little note in
which I told Sister Catherine to come here by the first safe route, and if
necessary, to come by way of Troyes, so as to be in good company.
However, since I am fairly certain that you have not left Brienne, I beg
you to wait for another order because I have not yet spoken to Madame,
the Countess de Brienne,4 and Monsieur Vincent wants us to obtain her
consent. I hope that Our Lord will grant the prayers of his Charity and
of Monsieur PortaiI, to whom I conveyed your very humble greetings
yesterday, and that by means of them, your sufferings will be changed
into consolation because of the crosses you are privileged to bear. Yes,
my dear Sisters, the greatest honor you can receive is to follow Jesus
Christ carrying His cross.
Our Most Honored Father sends word to Sister Catherine that her
brothers, Marin and BIoi, are both fine. The former is at Saintes while
the latter is at Orsigny which is four leagues from Paris. Both are doing
very well, thank God, as is Brother Aubin,' whom I thought had left, but
who is at Turin in Piedmont.
See, my dear Sister, how many graces Our Lord bestows upon you. I
also believe that, for your part, you do not fail to be faithful to Him.
Nor does Sister Marie' who has given us so many excellent proofs of this.
1. catherine Baucher. see Letter S06.
2. Marie Donian, see Letter 382.
3. Brother Mathieu Regnard was a native of Brieone. Born in 1592. he entered the
Congregation of the Mission in 1631. He distributed alms to the devastated regions of
Lorraine with great courage and daring. His very lively accounts of his work and of the
misery he encountered more than once moved the Ladies of Charity.
4. Madame de Brienne. see Letter 86.
S. Brother Aubin GODtier. the cousin of Catherine Baucher. was the cook in Turin.
6. Marie Donion, see Letter 382.
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love, my dear Sisters, your very humble sister and servant.
P.S. We are sending you your New Year's pictures. They were blessed
by our Most Honored Father. Pay the postage on your letters so that
they will be delivered promptly.

1..588· (TO SISTER LAURENCE DUBOIS AT BERNAY)'
January 13, 1657

My very dear Sister,
I communicated your difficulties concerning a confessor to (Monsieur
Vincent) who told me to ask you to go to the same one as Sister ... 2 for
very important reasons. I was certain, my dear Sister, that the advice you
sought in the matter reveals your submission. The act ofobedience which
you will perform will make it easier for you to overcome the difficulty
you experienced because of the blessing Our Lord will bestow upon it.
We must act in this way so as not to stray from the path of God's will.
I shall not fail to write to the Pastor of Nanteuil, as you requested, to
obtain news of your brothers. As soon as I have heard anything, I will
let you know.
I praise God for the blessings He is showering upon your work. I am
sure that you recaI1 clearly that, in order for the service we render Him
to be pleasing to Him, it must procced from a good heart, that is to say,
one that is accustomed to mortifying its own judgment and will and to
denying satisfaction to its senses and passions. Without this, my dear
Sisters, our actions are empty noise. In them there is only self-love; and
such self-love banishes the pure love of God which is the philosopher's
stone that changes everything into gold and makes all our actions
meritorious.
I have no doubt, my dear Sister, that your desire to please God and
to work out your salvation will cause you to be vigilant with regard to
yourself, So that you may lmow if you are doing what God desires of
you and see if you are committing any faults.

1. Copy from Marguerite Chetifs notebook. series Laurence Dubois.
2. Barbe Angiboust, see Letter 43.
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Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Bernay
January 2S. 16S7

My very dear Sister,
Today I received three of your letters, all dated this month, in which
you mendon several different things which make me quesdon the solidity
of your establishment. You tell me that Monsieur I'abbe does not think
that you are adequately housed. I urge you to let me know how things
really are. We will not fail to send you whatever you request when we
send a sister there.
I am disturbed at having delayed so long in sending assistance and
consoladon to our poor afflicted sister" But, you would not believe, my
dear Sister, how difficult it is for us to find .sisters suited for such
out-of-the-way places because of the number of requests we receive from
different areas. We must look to the aid of Divine Providence, so I beg
you to pray to Our Lord for this intention.
You are certainly right not to worry about the gossip of the world.
Provided we do not give rise to such talk, let us remain at peace. Should
it happen that we give occasion for it, let us humble ourselves very much
and try to correct our faults. This does not mean, my dear Sister, that I
suspect that you have displeased anyone, but you know that often the
world gives rise to its own discontent.
Please let me know if the Pastor from Bernay has returned. Q.ecommend me to Sister Laurence's' prayers and believe me in the love of Our
Lord, my dear Sister, your very humble sister and servant.
P. S. When you write, my dear Sister, address your letters to the Cloister
of Saint-Germain-de-I'Auxerrois, for our sisters, because the messenger
keeps them too long.
Please tell Sister Laurence that I wrote to the Pastor of Nanteuil to
have detailed news of her relatives and that I beg her, in the meandme,
to remember that her good angel is giving God news of how she uses the
graces He has granted her.

1. Elisabeth Jousteau who had been alone in 8ainte-Marie-du-Mont since

Claude Chantereau, see Letter S06.
2. Laurence Dubois. see Letter 419.

the death of
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Daughters of Charity, Servants of the Sick Poor at Chantilly
January 10, 1657

My very dear Sisters,
I was very consoled, as I have already told you, to know that the poor
are so well served. May God be forever praised for this! Since you acquit
yourselves of this duty, I have no doubt that you are also very exact in
the observance of your Rules, particularly those dealing with restraint in
frequenting persons of the world without great necessity. Believe me,
Sisters, sometimes people of the world reproach us a bit because we fail
in certain social graces that it would be inappropriate to manifest toward
them. However, later on, when they realize that we act out of virtuous
principles, they are edified. They see quite clearly those who allow
themselves to be won over, to some degree, by their applause. I am sure
that you will not be surprised by the little advice I am offering you. It is
always beneficial for those who receive it as coming from God, even if
they have no need of it in a given matter.
Sister Jeanne Bonvilliers' must take a little trip here. I urge you, Sister
Genevieve,' to send her as soon as possible because, although I place my
full confidence in you, as I would in anyone of our sisters, nevertheless,
it is not proper for you to remain alone during the celebration of Carnival.
Please send me news of your health and everything else about you,
when Sister comes. I ask both of you to believe that I am in the love of
Our Lord, your very humble sister and servant.

L.511 • TO MONSIEUR VINCENT
[January 1657J

My Most Honored Father,
Upon my arrival, I noticed Sister Louise Ganset' whom you know
through Monsieur du Fresne.· She knows how to bleed and is an excellent
schoolteacher. I immediately thought of suggesting her to your Charity
I. Jeanne Bonvilliers. see Letter 358.
2. Genevieve Doine1, see Letter 352.
3. Louise Gamet. see Letter 11.
4. Monsieur du Fresne was the steward and secretary of Philippe-Emmanuel de Oondi. He
lived in Villepreux. He was a friend of Monsieur Vincent.
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Feast of the Blessed Virgin.1 We had thought of not sending her outside
of this house both because of her age and for other little reasons that are
not significant for Maule. However, I spoke with her this evening and
realized that she can still easily undertake to live outside the city. If we
have to withdraw her at the end of the summer because of her health,
our good God will indicate someone else to us for this work.
I must confess, my Most Honored Father, that I am deeply affected
when I see our sisters straying from the path of fidelity. However, if I
have failed by my powerlessness or for some other reason, I hope that
our Sister Louise will expiate my fault for which I very humbly ask pardon
of your Charity. I hope for your forgiveness because I am, my Most
Honored Father, your very humble and most obedient daughter and
servant.
P .S. I ask your Charity to please respond so that our sister may leave
by the Saint-Germain coach.

L.480B • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER GENEVIEVE'
Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick POIN' at Chantilly
February 6 (1657)

My very dear Sister,
I am astonished that you have not sent Sister Jeanne' to us. I am afraid
that your lack of frnnness allows her too much freedom to practice her
own devotions. I realize that you have a lot to do. When a sister is so
near to Paris, she should take a little trip here from time to time; a stay
oftwo or three days would be sufficient. You are aware, my dear Sister,
how much good this can do.
Sister Fran~oise Paule' asks that you let her know if you received a
pound of catholicon and if so, how long ago, if you can remember. I
urge you to have our sister come as soon as possible. I must close because
the courier is in a hurry.
I beg Our Lord to fill your hearts with His holy love and I am, for
both of you, in this same love, my very dear Sisters, your very humble
sister and servant.
1. The Feast of the Purification, February 2.
2. Oenevi~ve Doinel, see Letter 3S2.
3. Jeanne Bonvilliers, see Letter 358.
4. Fran~ise Paule was at the Motherhouse. She had entered the Company of the Daughters
of Charity about 16So..Sl. She was made an Officer in June 1658.
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Feast of Soint Apolline (February 16571

My Most Honored Father,
I do not recall ever having seen anyone more worthy of compassion
than a young woman who went to see you on two successive days last
week. She is the daughter of a certain Madame du Lorier and was bringing
your Charity a letter from her husband asking you to employ him or to
tmd some employment for him. This good young woman is in such dire
need that she questions if she cannot, in conscience, take advantage of
an opportunity that is presenting itself. This offer comes, surprisingly
enough, from a person you know who promises to put her in comfortable
circumstances, telling her that it is only her need that attracts him to her.
It seemed to me, my Most Honored Father, that to prevent such a criminal
offense against God, it would be a good thing to inform the Ladies of
Charity of this opportunity to practice corporal and spiritual charity. The
young woman said that she sometimes has gone three or four days without
bread. She assured me that she was still innocent because she has been
in this extremity only four or five months during which she has been
trying to straighten out her affairs with her creditors, after having been
forced to give up a large hardware store at the base of the Pont-Neuf.
She has been very well·brought·up and has entreated me to investigate
the truth of all she has told me.
If the Ladies are willing to assist her, I will see to 'it that they are not
deceived. Although I do not know her, I recommend her to you with all
my heart for the love of God, thanks to which I have the honor to be,
my Most Honored Father, your very humble daughter and most grateful
servant.
. P .S. I very humbly beg you to do me the charity of allowing me to
talk to you before Lent.

L.513 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTERS
Daughters of eluzritf. Servants of the Sick Poor at the Hospital of Nantes
. in Britanny
February 10, 1657

My very dear Sisters,
For a long time now, I have put off sharing with you the great sorrow
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I experienced at knowing that you are so overworked because there are
so few of you and there are once again so many sick persons. My greatest
sorrow is not knowing how to relieve you. Is there no one, who esteems
you work and desires to see it continue, to explain the impossibility of
your going on without an increase in your number? But, my dear Sisters,
this must not come from you, because althOUgh we would have great
difficulty in sending sisters inunediately, it could be thought that we have
more than enough. I am not speaking of persons in authority but of those
who do not always accept what others find good.
What can you do in this situation my dear Sisters? Nothing but practice
patience and imitate, as far as you are able, the example of Our Lord
who consumed His strength and His life in the service of His neighbor.
By so doing you will fmd strength not ouly for your bodies but even for
your minds which will receive very extraordinary consolations. This will
lead to the sanctification of your souls by an interior grace that will
produce unfailing union and cordiality among you. The mutual support
generated will make easy all that nature fmds difficult. It will also enable
you to fmd consolation even in face of your repugn8nces and in the denial
of your personal satisfaction by showing you that any comfort we seek,
except from persons to whom God has bound us by His love and for
similar functions in His service, can ouly be very harmful to us.
I believe that you have no nced of this advice. Experience has taught
this truth: we are well advised when the example of others· helps us to
avoid the difficulties that are so prejudicial to the body of Companies
and to each of their members, and which are noticed only after a great
deal of damage has been done. I beg Our Lord to preserve you from
these evils. Do not be surprised, my dear Sisters, that I speak to you of
these things, although your little community gives me no reason to do
so. You are aware that even those farthest advanced in the way of
perfection must mistrust themselves, and that we are told that if we are
standing, we must be careful not to fall.
What reassures me about you is the fact that you have good confessors.
Even if the only assistance you receive from them is the knowledge that
their advice will do you no harm, that is already a great deal. What 1
find essential, and recommend with all my heart, is that the entire
community go always to the same confessor. This is not to say that I
want you to go always to one confessor. It is possible that the one
Monsieur Vincent gave you as your principal confessor cannot always be
available. However, if there is another who serves as ordinary confessor,
let everyone go to him. 1 do not say this to you without reason. 1 do so
because I am aware of the disorder that appeared in a community in
which, little by little, the practice was introduced of giving the members
the liberty of going some to one confessor, some to another. Discord and
trouble arose from the insinuation of this evil into a company that was
/
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previously well-regulated and closely united and in which God was &reatly
honored. I beg Our Lord to preserve you from this disorder, as I aIQ
confident He will, if you continue to love one another and to strive to
overcome your passions and any little inclinations which sometimes take
us by surprise.
I believe I told you of the death of Sister Claude Chantereau . Another
time, God willing, I will share with you what we learned dUring the
conference on her virtues. Courage, my dear Sisters! This life is so shon
fo r 50 many! And as you know, the recompense for our interior lid
exterior sufferings is eternal. But it will be given only to those who
fought valiantly. I wish victory to all of you, my dear Sisters, and I
in the love of Jesus Christ, by which we overcome all our difficulties,
we trust in Him rather than in creatures, your very humble sister
very loving servant .

L.SIS - TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER GENEVIEVE DOINELI
Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Chantilly

L.S14 - (TO MONSIEUR VINCENn

My Most Honored Father,
Enclosed is the document that has caused me such worry. It
to me again for a week. I am sending it to your Charity sealed,
it will be seen only by those whom you judge appropriate.
I beg you, for the love of God , to allow me to continue the
eggs and barley broth which 1 began this Lent. 1 have reasoD
that it abates the heat of my blood by some relief that I feel
of the arteries. I am asking this grace of you in a spirit of
see so clearly the additional need that I feel obliged to,,,d.•O,]SO,....
because I am so wretched , I fear that it is more from
health than from concern about observing the precept.
believe myself to be, my Most Honored Father, your
daughter and most grateful servant.

March 10, 1657

My very dear Sister,
I was not able to send you a letter with Sister Marie Navain 2 who left
lOday to join you. I did not like delaying so long in sending her to you,
but it so happened that she had not made a retreat for nearly two years.
My confidence in you led us to give her the time to make one so that we
would not be obliged to send for her at another time just for that.
If Monsieur Vincent has not answered your letter, my dear SiSler, I
believe that it is because he wants you to come here for two or three days
.oWl you can see him to discuss the matter fully . I also think that this
lIessential. However, if there is nothing urgent, I believe that this meeting
CIDDOI take place before the feast days. I will let you be judge o f that,
JCCII)I'ding to the needs you see in your work.
I thank you very humbly, my dear Sister, in the name of the entire
lDIDIDunity, fo r the excellent fish. If I could have sent it back to you
promptly, I would have asked you to prepare a treat with it for your
poor pl.tiellts, because you are well aware [hat our Company does not
~ in such delicacies. However, since this cou ld not be done, your
6Iric)' provided fo r several of our sick sisters, of which I was o ne.
You also sent us an !Xu. We had fo rgotten what it was for, so we gave
Marie for her trip. She will give you a full account of it. I am
to teU you anything about her. You are well aware of her virtue
continue to grow because of the good example of yours, which
Lord to increase more and more in you. I am in His most holy
dear Sister. your very humble sister and servant.
L~:m:~: to the Reverend Chaplain. l Please assure him, as weU
t
of the Confraternity of Charity, of my very humble

ICC Letter 352.

i

~~~;"'l£AUguJjt

S, 16 19 at Asnieres-sur-Oise, enu:red the Company of
on June 10, 1648. The letters of Louise de Marillae allow us
from 1657· 1658 and then to Paris. She died in April 1686 at
her frail health, she was ~ery devoted to the poor.
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previously well-regulated and closely united and in which God was &reatly
honored. I beg Our Lord to preserve you from this disorder, as I aIQ
confident He will, if you continue to love one another and to strive to
overcome your passions and any little inclinations which sometimes take
us by surprise.
I believe I told you of the death of Sister Claude Chantereau . Another
time, God willing, I will share with you what we learned dUring the
conference on her virtues. Courage, my dear Sisters! This life is so shon
fo r 50 many! And as you know, the recompense for our interior lid
exterior sufferings is eternal. But it will be given only to those who
fought valiantly. I wish victory to all of you, my dear Sisters, and I
in the love of Jesus Christ, by which we overcome all our difficulties,
we trust in Him rather than in creatures, your very humble sister
very loving servant .

L.SIS - TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER GENEVIEVE DOINELI
Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Chantilly

L.S14 - (TO MONSIEUR VINCENn

My Most Honored Father,
Enclosed is the document that has caused me such worry. It
to me again for a week. I am sending it to your Charity sealed,
it will be seen only by those whom you judge appropriate.
I beg you, for the love of God , to allow me to continue the
eggs and barley broth which 1 began this Lent. 1 have reasoD
that it abates the heat of my blood by some relief that I feel
of the arteries. I am asking this grace of you in a spirit of
see so clearly the additional need that I feel obliged to,,,d.•O,]SO,....
because I am so wretched , I fear that it is more from
health than from concern about observing the precept.
believe myself to be, my Most Honored Father, your
daughter and most grateful servant.

March 10, 1657

My very dear Sister,
I was not able to send you a letter with Sister Marie Navain 2 who left
lOday to join you. I did not like delaying so long in sending her to you,
but it so happened that she had not made a retreat for nearly two years.
My confidence in you led us to give her the time to make one so that we
would not be obliged to send for her at another time just for that.
If Monsieur Vincent has not answered your letter, my dear SiSler, I
believe that it is because he wants you to come here for two or three days
.oWl you can see him to discuss the matter fully . I also think that this
lIessential. However, if there is nothing urgent, I believe that this meeting
CIDDOI take place before the feast days. I will let you be judge o f that,
JCCII)I'ding to the needs you see in your work.
I thank you very humbly, my dear Sister, in the name of the entire
lDIDIDunity, fo r the excellent fish. If I could have sent it back to you
promptly, I would have asked you to prepare a treat with it for your
poor pl.tiellts, because you are well aware [hat our Company does not
~ in such delicacies. However, since this cou ld not be done, your
6Iric)' provided fo r several of our sick sisters, of which I was o ne.
You also sent us an !Xu. We had fo rgotten what it was for, so we gave
Marie for her trip. She will give you a full account of it. I am
to teU you anything about her. You are well aware of her virtue
continue to grow because of the good example of yours, which
Lord to increase more and more in you. I am in His most holy
dear Sister. your very humble sister and servant.
L~:m:~: to the Reverend Chaplain. l Please assure him, as weU
t
of the Confraternity of Charity, of my very humble

ICC Letter 352.

i

~~~;"'l£AUguJjt

S, 16 19 at Asnieres-sur-Oise, enu:red the Company of
on June 10, 1648. The letters of Louise de Marillae allow us
from 1657· 1658 and then to Paris. She died in April 1686 at
her frail health, she was ~ery devoted to the poor.

- 544L.St7 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER BARBE ANGIBOUST
Daughter of Charity at Bemay
March 20, 1657

My very dear Sister,
FinaJIy, I have given up hope that one of our sisters would have to
pass by Bernay. The Providence of our good God has arranged it
otherwise. She left Sunday for Caen,' which is the most direct route. I
am almost sorry it turned out this way because of the pleasant time you
could have enjoyed coming and going together. I beg you, when you have
the opportunity, to show them the charity of writing to them. They will
be greatly consoled if you send them news of yourself and of us in this
way.
I do not know if you received the two letters I sent you. They were
written fairly closely together. You can be certaintbat I was delighted to
receive the last two you sent me. Your forbearance will help the Ladies
to understand that you undertook nothing on your own, and mat you
have no intention of chaJIenging their authority. I am convinced that you
acted in this with great humility and with great gratitude for the goodness
of God. I beg you to help Sister Laurence' to manifest similar sentiments.
I am sending herewith the eight yards of material you requested. I urge
you to save any old worn-out habit you might have for us. We can use
it to make linings.
With all my heart, my dear Sister, I wish that you could take a trip
here. However, the time has not yet come for that because of the matters
which God has entrusted to you in Bernay. I beg Our Lord to continue
to bestow His blessings upon them. Help us also, my dear Sister, to thank
the divine goodness for the extraordinary strength that He has given to
our Most Honored Father. Despite his many ailments, he is working
harder than ever. By the grace of God, Monsieur Portail is also fairly
well, although he has had a very bad cold. We must ask God to watch
over the health of both of them for His glory. I am in His love, my very
dear Sister, your very humble and very loving sister and servant.

1. Marie Papillan went to Sainte-Marie-du-Mont to assist Elisabeth Jousteau who had been
alone there since Claude Chantereau's death.
2. Laurence Dubois, see Letter 419.

-

- 545L.403 • TO MONSIEUR VINCENT
Thursday Evenina [March 16571

For the love of Our Lord, my Most Honored Father, I ask your
permission to fast these last two days of Lent. I have spent the season so
badly. For this same love, I also ask for your blessing and urge you to
reflect before God on the answer we are to give Mademoiselle,' who is
requesting two sisters for her hospital at Saint-Fargeau.' She first made
this request a long time ago. It is said that this area is in dire need of
spiritual and corporal assistance, and the disposition of the person for
the glory of God is equally great. Madame de Brienne' is waiting for the
answer. I had thought I would be able to send it to her at Saint-Denis.
She is supposed to be returning from there on Sunday. However, I believe
that it will suffice to give it to her on one of the coming feast days.
Allow me, my Most Honored Father, to beg your Charity to pray to
Our Lord for all our needs including those of your very humble daughter
and obedient servant.
P .S. I forgot to ask your Charity if I should allow the Duchess de
Ventadour" to have a roast served to our sisters on Easter Sunday.

L.532 • TO MONSIEUR VINCENT
April 2, 16'7

My Most Honored Father,
Although I doubt that the proposal that I am about to detail for your
Charity is feasible, I would not dare to omit telling you that it would
seem to me to be very advantageous for the Company for it to be stated,
in the authorized copies of the seal or in the approval of Parliament,'
that, in view of the public usefulness of the Company, the fragility of
their sex and their employment in different places, the King or Parliament
should guaranty special protection for the Company as a whole as well
1.
2.
3.
4.
,.

The "Great Mademoiselle," Duchess de Montpensier. the first cousin of Louis XIV.
Two Daushters of Charity were seot to saint-Fll1'Ileau.
Madame de Brienne, see Letter 86. was from Saint~Denis.
Madame de Ventadour. see Letter 268. was in sainte-Marie-du-MoDt.
After having been approved by the Archbishop of Paris in 16", the Company would
receive official recognition from the King. The flle was being studied at this time in
Parliament.
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as for each of its members in particular; that all should be strictly
forbidden to leave the said Company without the consent of the superior;
even that they many not leave wearing the simple habit in use. It should
grant power, even now, should this occur, to proceed juridically against
such persons for revolting against the ordinances of the King or of
Parliament.
If such an idea' is completely ridiculous, I am certain that your
goodness will pardon this fault along with all my usual ones because I
am. my Most Honored Father. your very humble daughter and most
obedient servant.
P.S. My Most Honored Father, would your Charity please point out
any errors you may fmd in this letter to the ChllDcellor's wife. If it is
acceptable. should I not re-copy it because of the deletions? If. I had
dared to mention your approval, it seems to me it would have carried
more weight.

L.St. - TO MONSIEUR VINCENT
April 3 [1657]

My Most Honored Father,
The work which the Bishop of Cahors' wishes to confide to our sisters
leads me to withdraw the suggestion for the second sister that I made to
your Charity. I think that she will have to know how to read, write and
do a bit of sewing. To find one, we will have to take a sister from the
children. The choice of these two sisters' will be the equivalent for us of
selecting more than four, but we must make the effort for several reasons,
the principal one being your holy intentions.
My Most Honored Father, given my knowledge of the poverty of the
Company and the fact that it is not the intention of His Excellency that
we should belie the burden of the expense of the journey, which we could
not (10; allow me to tell your Charity quite simply that it would be
convenient for us and would facilitate the prompt departure of our sisters,
if the Bishop would have the necessary sum distributed to us in Paris,
I. Louise de MarIllac's request has not been preserved.
2. Alain de Snlmjnibac (1593-1659) born at Belet. in P6igord. was consecrated Bishop of
Coho" on June 17, 1636. He Zt!aIously devoted bimselfto the people of his diocese and
made numerous pastoral visits. He'requested the Priests of the Mission for his seminary.
and in 1637, he asted for the Daulhters of Charity. MonseiBDeur de Solminlhsc was a
dose friend of Saint Vincent. The many letters theyexchanged show their mutual oonc:em
for the refOnJI of the clergy.
3. Louise Boucher and Adrienne Plouvier.

- 547because, apart from the fact that we must furnish them wi~ everything
new, we must also meet the cost of the carriage and of food for the
journey. Perhapsthis is what the good Bishop intends to do but my desire
to obey him ilromptly causes me to anticipate him. If this was unnecessary, I very humbly ask your pardon. In the same spirit, I ask for your
blessing in the belief that I am, my Most Honored Father,. yoUr very
humble and most obedient daughter and servant.
P .S. I do not know if I am acting contrary to simplicity by practicing
what I believe is prudence in sending you this letter, my Most Honored
Father, in case your Charity considers it appropriate to forward it. I
thought that I had decided to do this because of some need and to prevent
your Charity from making a suggestion to us that I will discuss with you,
if Our Lord permits.

L.520 • TO SISTER BARBE ANGIBOUST

Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Bernay

April 10, 16S7

My very dear Sister,
Today I sent the package of clothing that you had requested as well
as the crosses, and I included a letter with them. HoweVer, I thought I
would send you this note in response to your last letter and so that you
would have news of us sooner. I also wanted to urge you not to be
frightened by the outbreak of serious illnesses because they are appearing
everywhere, not just in your region. It is true that a great many people
have died suddenly in Paris and they are still dying. These deaths are
warnings for us to be ready when it pleases God to call us and to take
precautions before visiting the sick. It is a great consolation for me to
know that you do not want to abandon them and that the administrators
and Ladies are of the same mind. I hope that no harm will befall you.
One day soon we will send you a small box of orvietan. Take a pea-size
dose every morning. I am certain that you will not fail, Sister, to have
devotion to Saint Roch, asking him to obtain for YOIl from God the
strength necessary to bear up under the fear of this evil and of everything
that might happen with submission to His good pleasure. By so doing,
we will have nothing to fear.

- 548We have had news of the arrival of Sister Marie' at Sainte-Marie. Sister
Elisabeth' tells us that she has some thread and something else that she
would like to send us but she does not know what route to use. If there
are tradesmen in your area who go there on a regular basis, you could
send a letter to our sisters there, in whatever way you judge best, to advise
them about the route. Please accept very affectionate greetings from all
our sisters. I join mine to them with aU my heart both for you and for
Sister Laurence.' We sent letters from her relatives with the package. I
hope everything gets to you safely. I am in the love of Our Lord, my very
dear Sisters, your very humble sister and servant.
P .S. I sent your letter to our Most Honored Father. I am sure that you
often pray for his well-being. We are obliged to pray for him, for
Monsieur Portall and for their entire holy Company.

L.522 • TO MONSIEUR VINCENT
May 3 [16'7]

Permit me, my Most Honored Father, to remind your Charity that
tomorrow is the Feast of Saint Monica, and that this day is a solemn
feast for me because of the grace' which you know God bestowed upon
me then, and of which I have not made good use. For this reason, I need
mercy and I am begging your Charity to ask it of Our Lord for me and
to give me to Him without reserve at the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. I
also beg for a share of your blessing, for the love of God, since I am by
this same love, my Most Honored Father, your very humble and most
unworthy daughter.

1. Marie Papillan. see Letter 440. arrived in Sainte-Marie.cJu·Mont.
2. Elisabeth Jousteau. see letter 421.

3. Laurence Dubois, see Letter 419.
4. See the account of the grace received by Louise de Marillac, A2.

- 549L.523 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER CEcILE'
Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Angers
May 12, 1657

My very dear Sister,
It has been a very long time since I have allowed myself the consolation
of writing to you. Nevertheless, I assume that you have had news of us
from the letter I wrote to Sister Marie from Beauvais.' I took the liberty
of sending it to Monsieur l'abbe de Vaux and in it I told him that Monsieur
Vincent had decided to send one of his priests' to your region shortly. I
desire this with all my heart because I must avow to you and to all our
dear sisters that I am distressed to learn of the little progress your
community is making in the way of perfection. When I experience some
slight dissatisfaction with one or other of our sisters and I examine the
matter to discover the cause, I must acknowledge quite simply that I often
realize that the fault lies with me, either because I have failed in cordiality
or because I have not given them the example lowe them.
We must realize, my dear Sister, that the title which Divine Providence
has conferred upon us of Servants of our Sisters obliges us to be the first
in the practice of the true and solid virtues of humility, forbearance, hard
work and the faithful observance of our Rules and of the practices of
the Company. We must be convinced that we are accountable to all of
them and are obliged to serve them in order to assist them spiritually and
materially. We must also acknowledge that prudence requires us to trust
them for their needs, without showing partiality toward any of them. I
beg Our Lord to grant you this ability for His glory and for the well·being
of our sisters. I remain in His holy love and in the love of all our sisters,
my very dear Sister, your very humble and very loving sister and servant.

L.522B • TO MONSIEUR VINCENT
Saturday Evening [May 16571

I believe, my Most Honored Father, that the situation between Sister
Jeanne Lepintre' and the administrators at Chiteaudun is such that your
1. Ckile Angiboust, see Letter 108.
2. Marie Oaudoin, see Letter 294.
3. Monsieur Berthe. Priest of the Mission. see Letter 245, would arrive at the end of the

month.
4. Jeanne Lepintre. see Letter 64. had been in ChAteaudun since 1654.

- 550Charity must personally go to the trouble of recalling our said Sister
Jeanne for the second time so as not to bring about a refusal in obedience
or a violation of our contract with these gentlemen. The latter want to
prolong matters so that they can do exactly as they see fit. This is why,
my Most Honored Father, I have not written. I am sure that they would
bave other arguments to put forth.
I am forwarding their letters so that your Charity can learn from them
that the blame placed on Sister Charlotte' was not so extensive as thought.
Thus, you could order her to remain, and in tbat event, Sister Jeanne
could retum here With the aspirant. Three of our habit sisters' could
remain which would satisfy the administrators. The messenger leaves
tomorrow, Sunday. There is not another for three days.
I begyour Charity, for the love of God, to grant me your blessing and
to allow me to speak With you because I believe that itis necessary. Let
it be at your convenience, however, during the first few days ofthe month.
I beseech your Charity to consider me before God as being by His most
holy will, your very poor daughter.

L.524 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER BARBE ANGIBOUST
Doughter of Cluuity. Servant of the Sick Poor at Be1'1llly
June 1, 1657

My very dear Sister,
We are very worried about your present condition,because we: have
not had neW'S of yoU since we sent the little box oforvietan to help to
protect you from the polluted air during the epidemic of maljgnant fevers.
We have heard that the epidemic is over, for which we pralse God.
However, I would be very relieved to receive news from you personally.
I beg you to let us know how you are as soon as .possible. Also tell me,
please, if you received the letter from her family which we sent to Sister
Laurence.' I do not fail to relate news of you to our Most Honored Father
and to Monsieur Portail. I often send them the letters that you write to
me. We have good reason to thank Our Lord for the good health that
He, in His goodness, gives them, because we need them so much.
Offer to our good God the resolution we have taten to continue to
enlarge the House.' Work begins today. You can understand. my dear
I. Charlotte Moreau, see Letter 349.

2. Sisters who iust received the habit.
3. Laurence Dubois, see Letter 419.
4. See Coste X, 428.

- SSI Sister, that more than ever we need the guidance of His Providence for
this project and for all the other business of the Company.
Sister Cecile' sends her love. The shortage of sisters prevents us from
recalling her immediately. I do not know in told you about the death
of one of our sisters who had been in the Company only 18 months. All
our sisters send greetings to both of you. Please remember me to Sister
Laurence. I am, for both of you, my very dear Sisters, in the love of Jesus
Crucified, your very humble sister and. servant.
P .S. Please let me know how far it is from Bemay to our sisters in
Sainte-Marie.

L.525 • TO SISTER BARBE ANGIBOUST
Daughter of ChIlrlty, Servant of the Sick Poor at Bernay
June 12, 16S7

My very dear Sister,
It is not yet two weeks since I allowed myself the consolation of writing
to you, but since that time I have received three letters from you which
all arrived nearly at once. There was also a letter from Sister Laurence'
for her brother. I will not fail to forward it to him when the first safe
route presents itself. For fear that my last letter has been lost, let me
repeat my request that you let me know how far it is from Bemay to our
sisters in Sainte-Marie, ' and if you could go there before your little trip
here. With the help of God, I will ask Monsieur Vincent's permission for
this as soon as I see him. Please let me know precisely when you can
make this trip without inconveniencing the sick or the schoolchildren.
The sooner the better, so that Sister Laurence can come here in tum.
I beg Our Lord to watch over you and I am in His holy love, my very
dear Sister, your very humble sister and very loving servant.

1. Ckile Angiboust would soon return to Paris.
2. Laurence Dubois, see Letter 419.
3. The distance between Bernay and 8ainte-Marie-du~Mont was about ISO kilometers.

- SS2L.S30 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER BARBE ANGIBOUST
Daughter 0/ Charity, Servant 0/ the Sick Poor at Dernay
June 22, 1657

My very dear Sister,
I praise God for having restored health to your town. I was very
worried, especially since I had not had any news of you for such a long
time. I urge you, my dear Sister, if you think you are strong enough to
make the trip to Sainte-Marie,' to leave as soon as possible. If you need
money, as I am sure you do, I would ask you to borrow it and we will
reimburse you. However, I would prefer that, upon your return, if God
permits, you come here in person to request it.
Please extend my apologies to Sister Laurence' for not writing to her.
I am going to have a blood·letting because of an inflammation in my
shoulder. I hope, if it pleases God, that it will be minor.
I beg you, my dear Sister, if you make the trip, to learn whatever you
can about everything so that you can share the news with us upon your
return. If it is more direct to come here, instead of returning to Demay,
please do so. Do your best to encourage our dear sisters,' because I believe
they have a great deal of work and little consolation. However, they have
a great deal of merit. They can say to Our Lord with Saint Peter, "We
have left everything to follow you," and they can be certain that, if they
are faithful, their recompense will be great.
Our Most Honored Father considers it appropriate for you to send
the girls whom you judge snitable for the Company.
Assure Sister Laurence that your trip will not be long. Try to make it
as brief as possible without, however, rushing matters. Please reflect on
whom it would be appropriate to have stay with her during your absence.
I beseech Our Lord to be present to each of you so that you may work
in His spirit. May He be your guide, your strength and your consolation
in all your needs. Believe me in His most holy love, my dear Sister, your
very humble sister and servant.

1. Sainte-Marie-du-Mont was 150 kilometers away.
2. Laurence Dubois. see Letter 419.

3. Elisabeth Jousteau. see Letter 421 and Marie Papillan. see Letter 440.

- 553 L.52l1 - TO MONSIEUR VINCENT
[June 16S71

The good sisters from Saint-Flour' have not been able to resolve the
matter of their confessions. They have no objection to deferring them,
my Most Honored Father, in a spirit of submission to the order of Divine
Providence. If they cannot make their confessions to your Charity, they
are willing to make them to whomever it will please you to name. 2
The oldest sister wishes to make a communication to you. If she cannot
speak with you, she asks our Charity for permission to do so in writing.
Her submission to all that the will of God orders is admirable. She told
me that she has never felt so at ease nor has she experienced such openness
of heart concerning her confession. Nevertheless, she remains at peace. I
discern great holiness in this soul and admirable dispositions toward the
works which God wiD entrust to her. How much good she would have
done and would do, were she to occupy my place! How much benefit
will she have brought me, if I profit from the humiliations I experience
because of her example on account of my misery and my opposition to
the grace of God!
I beg your Charity to obtain mercy for me and to forgive me for having
wasted your efforts on my behalf.
Truly the needs of the Company are pressing us somewhat to meet
and to speak to you. It seems to me that my mind is completely
preoccupied; it is so weak. Its only strength and peace, after that which
comes from God, is to be by His love, my Most Honored Father, your
very humble and most obedient servant.

L.527 - (TO THE PASTOR OF CHARS)'
(July 16S7)

Monsieur,
Permit me to tell you that, since I did not tell Sister Marie' to put
Monsieur Pouvot' to the trouble of finding her a way to return here, I
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Sisters who were natives of Saint-Flour.
In his response (Coste VI, 318), Monsieur Vincent suggests Monsieur Almeras.
This letter was probably addressed to the titular Pastor of Chars, see Letter S29b.
Maire Paulet. see Letter 385.
Monsieur Pauvot, the Pastor in residence of Chars. who was a Jansenist.

- 554was not surprised that she did not choose the difficult road used by the
dairymen, but rather one that was safer. It is true, Monsieur, that I was
annoyed that she brought along the girl for the reasons your Charity
explained to me, but I am astonished that any remark was made because
she spoke to Monsieur Garson! considering the fact that you had told
me that you were aware of his goodness; *hat you approved his behavior
in your. parish over these many years; that you knew of the services he
had rendered you; and that our sisters made their confessions to him only
with your approval. 2
I am distressed, Monsieur, at not being able to send you the sister that
I had too easily led you to expect but I am afraid that things will start
up again because of some complaints and warnings that ,have been
directed to me. This is why, Monsieur, I beg you, in the name of God,
to try out the persons proposed to you and to allow Sister Clemence' to
return without delay.

,
L.m • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTERS MARIE' AND CLEMENCE'
Daughters 01 ChIlrity. Servants 01 the Sick Poor at ChIlrs
July', 1657

My very dear Sisters,
I assure you, espec4illy you, Sister Marie, that I feel deeply all the trials
I know you have had. This is a sign of Our Lord's love for you, my dear
Sister, because He has chosen you to honor Him in His sufferings. The
only thing that concerns me is that because of your inexperience
concerning how you are to act in such circumstances, you have failed in
the respect you owe to the Pastor and that the people are following your
example, as you told me in your lCtter. This would be an unfortunate
situation. It is one which must be corrected by telling all those who speak
of it to you that the Pastor is the absolute master of the behavior of the
priests and people of his parish and that the Lord of the region, the Duke
de Luynes,' has confided this parish to Monsieur Garson' and he must
remain in it. This is why, Sister, if I had any power, I would consider
1. .Monsieur Garson, the former vicar of Chars, who was not a Jansenist.
2. This parB,raph was crossed out on the autographed copy.
3. Clemence Fern!. see Letter 34.
4. Maric Poulct. see Letter 38'.
,. Clemence Fern!. see Letter 34.
6. The Duke de Luyncs was a Jansenist.
7. Monsieur Garson had been scotto another parioh.

~
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myself as offending God, if I used it to have him return to Chars. Surely,
you know that you are forbidden to be attached to anyone. at all or to
be on familiar terms with any man. Since this is so, you must be at peace
that things have turned out as they have, because this good gentleman
was accustomed to the hospital.
From what you tell me, I think that it is appropriate for Sister
Clemence to go to request money from the Pastor. If she asks about your
little provisions, consult together before making the purchase. and then
get whatever you have agreed upon. You both know, my dear Sisters,
that no matter where you are, you must always practice moderation in
both the quality and the quantity of your food, as is tbe practice here at
the Motherhouse.
For several reasons, Sister Marie, you are to be the one to teach school.
Sister Clemence, you will care for the sick poor both in the hospital and
in the countryside, where they are never numerous. This will furnish you
with the means to care for them well, with your usual charity and
gentleness. This does not mean that Sister Marie may not also visit them
to satisfy her desire to practice charity and to serve them, as best she can,
without detriment to her schoolgirls, whom she must continue to instruct
well on the fear and love of God ratber than to teach them how to talk
at length about Him.
I am not recommending union and respect for one another since I am
sure that you practice these virtues. Total silence, I beg ofyou, concerning
all that has happeIled. Sister Marie, if you think that the Pastor is angry
with you, very humbly ask his pardon. When there are rumors about
those who support Jens. S,' never speak about it; never. You know only
that this person has no authority to counsel anything contrary to your
religion. If something is saId to you which you do not understand, ask
us, and I will not fail to get directions from our Superiors to tell you how
you should act, or they will take the trouble to communicate with you
directly.
Blessed be God, my dear Sister, for the grace His goodness has
bestowed upon you not to follow your own ideas about the trip that you
can take when the time comes. I beg you, my dear Sisters, to follow the
directives Monsieur PortaiI gave you concerning your confessions. Fear
nothing regardless of whatever advice others may give you. Give the same
advice to those who are so strongly urging the return of Monsieur Garson.
I believe that you are not rendering him a service.
Remember us to all those who seem to be of good will. Serve them by
your good example and by your responses.
Good day, my dear Sisters. Believe me always in the love of Our Lord,
your sister and servant.
1. Title given by Louise de MariOae to the Jansenists.

- 556L.531 - TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER LAURENCE DUBOIS
Daughter of Clulrity. Servant of the Sick Poor at Bemay
July 10, 1657

My very dear Sister.
I am very anxious to know if Sister Barbe' has left for her short trip
as well as how you are getting along by yourself, and if you have more
work than you can manage. I am sure that Sister Barbe must have asked
someone to help you, if need be, during her absence. Please let me know
if this is so and also if there is some good girl staying with you at night.
I am also certain, my dear Sister, that you are being very careful about
your spiritual and temporal obligations, because it is at times such as
these, that our enemies most frequently prowl around us to see if they
can catch US off guard. This leads me to believe that you are redoubling
your prayers and your efforts to practice virtue. Above aU, I am sure that
you are keeping your doors tightly locked against persons who should
not enter but wide open when circumstances require a man to come in
who should not be stopped from doing so.
I urge you, my dear Sister, to be careful not to displease any of your
Ladies and to change nothing in your usual practices. Neither increase
nor decrease anything during Sister's absence. If you must refuse
something, always do so gently and humbly. We have no right to act
differently because we have been called by God, in our holy vocation,
only to assist the Ladies in the service of the poor. Therefore, we are but
the servants of both.
I am eagerly awaiting detailed news from you. Please send it as soon
as possible and believe that I am in the love of Our Lord, my very dear
Sister, your very humble sister and servant.
P .S. AU our sisters send their regards and recommend themselves to
your prayers.

1. Barbe Angiboust left for S8inte-Marie-du·Mont.

- 557L.533 - TO MY VERY DEAR SISTERS
Daughters of Charity, Servants of the Sick Poor at Chontilly
July 24,1657

My very dear Sisters,
I am concerned because we have received a request for some medications for which we have received an invoice, but we cannot find it and
we do not know what is required. I would ask you please to send us
another one and we will immediately take care of the matter.
I am really distressed not to have had the honor of seeing Monsieur
Pesset who, I was told, went to the trouble to come here, but I was not
at home. I beg you to greet him very humbly for me. I also urge you to
let me know if you received a letter from me about two or three weeks
ago in which I stressed the great benefit and necessity of always going
to the same confessor. I also related Monsieur Vincent's advice on this
subject.
I beg you, Sister Marie,' to take a short trip here as soon as possible,
unless something major prevents you from doing so. I promise you, Sister
Genevieve,' that Sister's stay will be brief so that you may have the same
opportunity before winter arrives.
Sister Suzanne and Sister Gabrielle' were gravely ill and in danger of
death but, by the grace of God, they are both beginning to get better. All
our sisters send their greetings and ask to be remembered in your prayers,
as I do also. I am in the love of Our Lord, my very dear Sisters, your
very humble ...

L.534 • TO MONSIEUR VINCENT
Monday Evenillll [July 16571

I very humbly beg you, my Most Honored Father, if your Charity
considers it appropriate, to authorize the Superior of Sedan to receive
1. Marie Navain. see Letter S15.
2. Genevim Doinel, see Letter 352.

3. Gabrielle Cabaret, the dauabter of the Lord of Oionge. Born in 1634, she entered the
Company of the Daughters of Charity on October 7, 1651. Monsieur Vincent showed
some reluctance about aceeptillll her (Coste IV, 312). After a diffieult period of

adaptation, Gabrielle was sent successively to the parish ofSaint-Nicolas-du-ChardonDet.
the hospital of Saint-Derris and to Arras. She was named an Om.er in 1667. She died

at Saint.Qermain-en-Laye on February S, 1669.
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and to offer to God t he ren 7wal o~ Sister Jeanne-C hristi.ne'sl.vows and
the firs t vows her compamon 2 wishes to pronounce, I f this is their
inlenlion and they mention it to him.
T his mo rning I forgot to suggest to your C harity that it would perhapS
be benefici al for me to accompany Sisler JeanneJ and Sister Madeleine
In addition to a~ y other consideration,. I think that Sister Jeanne would
be pleased and u would be a consolation for me. As always, it is in I
spirit of submission that I make this proposal, my Most Honored Father
as I must, since I am, your very humble daughter and most Obedieal
servant.

matter in greater dept h. Assuring you of my very humble respect, I am
in the love of Our Lord, Madame, your very humble and obedient servant.

L.S1:98 - TO THE PASTOR OF CHARS '
July (I6S7)

Monsieur,
L.S35 • TO MADAM.E DE HERSE, PRESIDENT

Madame,
I fee l obliged to inform you that, for t he past year, the D, ugln.."

Charitr at Chars have been sorely t ried for two diffe rent rea~on~.

stemming from the Pastor's zeal. One I cannot put into writing for
The other penains to the stability he wants to establish in this
which would result in our not heing free to change our sisters, U
everywhere else, in keeping with the conditions we have contracted
you, Madame. The respect we owe to the guidance of Divine
wi th regard to the Company and to the persons who have been
by God to make use of it for the service of the poor has
from withdrawing them. For this reason , I am taking the
of sending you a letter of notification· that was given to.m" runa.o~...
you very humbl y to send us yours, which we will willingly
hope that your renewed protection will serve to calm
persecutions which have increased since Lent. A good
Oratory' from the Saint-Jacques district arrived at t hat li'n. ....
there si nce.
If God
me the
to see
I will
I. l eanne-Christine Prhost, see Lener 344.
2. Undoubtedly, Renee Pescheloche who was in Paris on August 8, 16SS.
Sedan.

3.

l eanne Lepintre, s« Lener 64. an d Madelei ne went to La S.lp"'''''.
several years earlier. to house all the beggars of Paris.
4. The decision to withdraw the Daughters of Charity from Chars wu
of July 21. l6S7 (Coste XIII, 733).
S. A priest with Jansenist leanings (Coste XIII. 736).

' '''Ii!'

I thought perhaps you did not know that it was as a result of an
accidental and unexpected meeting that O UT siSler accompanied that good
air!. Moreover, she did so with the consent of her aunt with whom the
prJ had made the journey frOr!l Saint-Prix. This indicates that she was
not overburdened with work . Because you think it strange that she did
oot take the route suggeste? by Monsieur Pouvot,2 let mesay that, except
in cases of extreme neceSSIty, it is nO{ t he practice of our sisters to ask
111m in these matters after we have told them what to do. We never
filth any agreement concerning them except on these conditions.
As for Monsieur Garson ,J please remember, Monsieur, that you have
....15 held him in high esteem because of his good li fe. Moreover, your
Owity ac kn owl~ged this t h.e last time 1 had the hono r of seeing you.
Yoaeven c0":lplamed ~bout SIster Marie4 who thought that her Superiors
. . . DIm~ hIm as theIr confesso r on your advice, since you kept him in
I where he had served you so well , Monsieur, for the
~ ,!'_la.ion of your people who have been so afm cted by the trouble
by the maxims that you know some clergymen are introducing

considerations are added to the fact, Monsieur, that several
you intend to have people around you whom
co~pletel y and, as you yourself have told me, that you do
our sIsters to be changed. On top of this, there is also the
of some of your ecclesiastics toward Sister Marie who was once
Holy Communion at the altar rail, in fu ll view of the congregaanother occasion, the host intended for her, which was about
, was removed fro m the altar Out on the street she was
'Ooem In".d of public penance. Th~ insults and offensive words
her
Her
was so
that
addressed 10 Ihe titular Pastor, Ihe Superior of the Oratorian5

-

the Paslor in residence in Chars.
the former vicar of Chars.
letter l8S.
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- 560was incapable of the necessary prudence and she allowed herself to speak
in a way that was less respectful than it should have been. I have already
asked your pardon for this and do so humbly once again.
All these considerations, I repeat, Monsieur, have forced me very
humbly to ask Monsieur Vincent, our Most Honored Father, to recall
Sister Clemence.' His Charity judged it appropriate to do so. I, therefore,
ask you, Monsieur, to approve her return with the sister who is going
there expressly to bring her back. Before her departure, she will return
all the furniture belonging to the HOtel-Dieu and will give an account of
the sick to whomever you select. This will be in accord with the order
that you say that you have received from the Duke de Luynes' to place
the sisters' house and everything else into your hands.
I beg Our Lord to give you His spirit and I am in His most holy love

L.527B • TO MADAME DE HERSE'
(16'7)

Madame,
Since we are accountable only to you concerning the employment that
your Confraternity of Charity has entrusted to the Daughters of Charity
who serve the sick poor in Chars, we are obliged to inform you, Madame,
that we have done all in our power to be usefully employed there for the
glory of God and the satisfaction of the Pastor. For several years, he
seemed satisfied but lately, certain difficulties have arisen in his parish.
As a result, he has had a very good ecclesiastic dismissed - one whom he
had previously considered suitable as a confessor for our sisters.
Subsequently, he introduced practices not generally in use into the
church such as, publicly refusing people Holy Commuuion when they ""
already at the altar rail; having bread that is ready to be offered l»tJle
altar, removed; and teaching that the faithful can communi~(jnce a
week although they have not been to confession for several months.
He threatened to require the sisters to do public penance at the church
door to try to force them to act contrary to the obedience they owe to
their legitimate Superiors. Among other things, he told them that, in his
parish, they were not to regard them as their Superiors and that they were
not obliged to observe their Rules faithfully. He told them also that they
1. Clemence Ferre, see Letter 34.
2. The Duke de Luynes was a Jansenisnt.
3. Madame de Herse had established the Daughters of Charity in Chars.

- 561 were subject to punishment because they had refused his order to whip
a 12 or 13 year-old girl in his presence. He wants them to accept, without
complaint, any man or woman he sends to their house for food, drink,
or lodging. He also demands several other things of equal importance.
He got rid of one of our sisters in such a hurry that he pushed the
other one to the limit of her strength. The one who remained and who
had been pushed to this extreme was a simple soul with little experience
in the practice of prudence. As a consequence, she said something less
than respectful, not to the Pastor but to the one accompanying him. She
should not have done so. It was occasioned by the discontent of the
people who had been angry for several years because of the rumors
accusing them of Jansenism.
All of this, Madame, has led Monsieur Vincent, upon whom we have
the honor of depending, to permit us to withdraw after we have received
your recommendation and have informed you that we have learned, from
reliable sources, that these gentlemen want people who are entirely
dependent upon them and have said that they have a letter from the Duke
de Luynes making them the absolute masters of the Hiltel-Dieu and
everything that depends upon it. This is a consolation for us since it is a
sign that it is not by our own choice that we are leaving a work which
Divine Providence has confided to us only for a short time. I hope you
will not object since our decision is so just.

L.536 - TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER LAURENCEl

Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Bernay
August 7. 1657

My very dear Sister,
What are you going to say about me for having delayed so long before
informing you that Sister Barbe' had to come directly here without first
returning to Bernay? I would have written sooner to ask you, in the name
of God, not to be upset but I was hoping to be able to send a sister to
help you. I now hope that the sister' whom Divine Providence has destined
for you will leave on Friday. I praise God with all my heart for the
blessings His goodness has bestowed upon your action and your work. I
was very consoled by what you told me about it. I forwarded your letter
1. Laurence Dubois, see Letter 419.
2. Barbe Angiboust, see Letter 43.
3. Anne Levies entered the Company of the Daughters of Charity in 1655. She remained
at Bernay until her death in 1660.

- 562to our Most Honored Father who was very pleased with it.
Now, my dear Sister, you are really entering into the life of a true
Daughter of Charity because you fmd yourself temporarily deprived of
direction and consolation. You must, therefore, renew your confidence
in God and abandon yourself to His guidance. If you continue, as you
are now doing, to observe your Rules. you may be certain that He will
assist you in all your needs.
Sister Barbe and I urge you to send her all her belongings especially
all her letters. She mentioned some fine linen and some other things that
I have forgotten. In any event, my dear Sister, sending her belongings
will give you the opportunity to send whatever needs to be sent because
I do not think that you will be able to come here this summer.
Sister Barbe sends you her love and begs you to remember her to all
her friends. She will not fail to allow herself the consolation of writing
to you. I did not think of that before she left for Chiteaudun. The poor
thing did not have a moment's rest while she was here. She very humbly
asks the Reverend Dean' to rememher her in his holy Masses and in his
prayers and she greets him with respect and submission. AU our sisters
send their greetings and recommend themselves to your prayers. I do so
also in a special way since I am in the love of Our Lord, my very dear
Sister, your very humble sister and servant.

L.S37 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER JEANNE LEPINTRE
Daughter of Charity, Servtl1lt ofthe Sick Poor at La Sa/pitr/ere
August 8, 1657

My very dear Sister.
I have just received an order from Monsieur Vincent telling you to
come here today or tomorrow, without fail, for some very urgent business.
AU you need do is inform Monsieur Drouart.' Also, be sure to bring
Sister Madeleine.
Please remember me to the young English lady and tell her that I hope
that she will be very faithful to God because she realizJes full well that
only perseverance, coupled with the grace of God, brings about salvation.
Also tell her, please, that her good father will soon be going to see her.
Good evening, my dear Sisters. I am entirely yours in the love of Our
Lord being your very humble sister and servant.
1. The Pastor of the Parish of S8inte-etoix.
2. MODSieur Drouart, the steward of the Duchess d'Aisuillon who had participated in the
foundation of the hospital of La SaI~ere.

- 563L.538 • TO MONSIEUR VINCENT
(AUllUst 14, 16"1

My Most Honored Father,
After very humbly asking pardon of your Charity, I beg for your
blessing for the love of God, so that the Holy Communion I plan to
receive tomorrow, if you allow me to do so, will not turn to my confusion
because I am deeply troubled in spirit.
The following three sisters very humbly beg your Charity to bless them
and to offer to God their annual renewal; namely: Madeleine Menage,'
for the sixth time; Renee from Saint-Barthelemy,' for the fifth time; and
Marie from Fimes, for the third or fourth time. All three are very good
daughters. As for me, I am very wicked but, nevertheless, I am consoled
because I think that I have the right to call myself, my Most Honored
Father, your very humble and most grateful daughter and servant.

L.539 • TO SISTER BARBE ANGIBOUST
Daughter of Charity. Servant of the Sick Poor at CMteaudun
August 22. 1657

My very dear Sister,
I did not afford myself the consolation of writing to you when the
coach was leaving for two reasons. First, I was still waiting to learn what
I was to tell you. Second, I had been quite ill. I am certain that there is
much to be done in that place; nevertheless, we must hope that God, in
His goodness, will bless your efforts and bestow upon you all the graces
you need to accomplish His most holy will because you were chosen for
this work by the guidance of Divine Providence. I assume you have
received a response from Monsieur Vincent, our Most Honored Father.
I hope that, with the help of God, all will go well since the good gentlemen
of the administration' have 8Iready begun to act as you describe.
I. Madeleine M6nase entered the Company of the Daughters of Charity around 1646. She
had been at the Motberhouse at least since 16.53. In 16.57. she was named Bursar. She
had three sisters who were Daughters of Charity: Marguerite, Fran~oise who was in
Nantes, and the younsest. Catherine.
2. Renee Delacroix. see Letter 275.
3. serious difficulties existed with the administration of the hospital of ChAteaudun. It is

for this reason that Barbe Angiboust was sent there.
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her the grace she needs to trust in His goodness and to rely on us to the
extent that she should. My regards to all our sisters to whom I hope, with
the help of God, to have the consolation of writing individually by the
next mail. I am in Our Lord, with all my heart, my very dear Sister, your
very humble ...
P.S. All our sisters send their regards especially Sister Fran~oise' who
is very sorry not to have said good-bye before you left.

L.540 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER LAURENCE DUBOIS
Daughter of Chority. Servant of the Sick Poor at Bernay
Auaust26. 16'7

My very dear Sister,
Truly you have had good reason to be upset at being left alone for
such a long time. I beg your pardon for this. I hope that the satisfaction
you will experience from Sister Anne' will make up for everything.
Although she has not been in the Company quite three years, her virtue
will compensate for a longer period of time in another sister and will
allow you to live together in great union and cordiality, while you give
good example by serving the poor with your usual care.
You did not specify what you sent in the package.' We are worried
because we have not received it. This leads me to believe that there is a
habit remaining which one or other of you could use. However, if you
need anything, I beg you, Sister, to let us know. Our sister will tell you
all the news. I am in hurry to conclude and to say that I am in the love
of Our Lord. my very dear Sister. your very humble sister and servant.

1. Charlotte Moreau. see Letter 349.
2. Fran~ise Fanchon, see Letter 595.
3. Anne Levies. see Letter '36.

4. This package contained Barbe Angiboust's clothing and letters. see Letter 536.

- S6SL.541 • TO MONSIEUR L'ABBt DE VAUX
Paris, September I, 1657

Monsieur,
I am entrusting to you two letters from Monsieur Vincent, one is for
the Bishop of Angers'; the other is for Sister Cecile' whom we have judged
it advisable to send to Richelieu for a while, for a rest. Monsieur Berthe'
has undoubtedly mentioned the matter to you, Monsieur, so I need add
nothing further. It is also quite late and a slight indisposition obliges me
to send just a brief note, written by a hand other than my own.
Nevertheless I am, with very special respect, and in the love of Our Lord,
Monsieur, your very humble and most obedient servant.

L.542 - TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER BARBE ANGIBOUST
Daughter of Chority, Servant of the Sick Poor at Chliteaudun
September 2, 1657

My very dear Sister,
The state in which you found everything makes me anxious to have
news of you a little more often. You are not sending us any. We have as
yet received only one letter from you since your departure. This leads me
to urge you to find a safe route to send your letters with some degree of
security. Do not send them to anyone in the city, or who is staying in
Paris, but rather to Sister Henriette' who is now in the parish of
Saint-severin.
I have been waiting a long while to learn what has happened to that
poor sister.' My heart is so deeply touched by her suffering, that I cannot
express it. Please greet all our sisters for me and recommend me to their
prayers. Believe me in the love of Our Lord, your ...
P.S. Sister Cecile' is well and sends her love. We sent Sister Anne
Levies' to join Sister Laurence. s Sister Laurence sent me all of your
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.

Monseia:neur Henri Arnauld, see Letter 521.
Cecile Angiboust, see Letter 108.
Monsieur Berthe, see Letter 245, made the visitation of the house in May 1657.
Henriette Gesseaume, see Letter 76.
Charlotte Moreau, see Letter 349.
Cecile Angiboust, see Letter 108.
Anne Levies. see Letter 536. left for Bernay.
Laurence Dubois, see Letter 419.
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me know what you want us to send on to you. If you see Mademoiselle
Libereau, please extend my very humble greetings to her and assure her
of my very affectionate service.
If you have any news of the sisters at Varize,' please share it with me.
It is a great consolation for me to know that you have as director, the
Reverend Superior or someone he will appoint for you. I sincerely hope
that all our sisters will be exact in observing uniformity In this matter
and that they will go to no one but him, because I know how necessary
this is. God will bless them abundantly fOr acting In this way.
You did not tell me what you did with the strung chaplets belonging
to the girls. Also, please let us know how much money Sister Mathurlne'
gave you both for your travel and for your food because she has forgotten
and cannot enter it In the debit column.

L.543· TO MONSIEUR L'ABBE DE VAUX

September 12, 16S7

Monsieur,
I am truly ashamed when I reflect on how long it has been since I
afforded myself the honor of writing to you. Moreover, I have. put off
expressing my very humble gratitude for the charity you showed Sister
Jacqulne' by taking the trouble to reassure her concerning her father's
condition. It has been a great help to her and I can assure you, Monsieur,
that she has enjoyed peace of mind ever since.
I am astonished that Sister Cecile'. is haggling over her little trip to
Richelieu after she told me, so many times, that she wanted to go or even
to come here to Paris. You realize, Monsieur, how important it is to carry
out the orders of Superiors promptly.
I am certain that Monsieur Berthe' did nothing without consulting you
I. Varize is IS idlome1ers from ChAteaudun.
2. Mathurine Gumn, see Letter 280.
3. Jacquine. a postulant from Angers, arrived in Paris in June 16S6. After ber seminary,
she remained in Paris.
4. Cecile Analboust, see Letter lOS.
S. Monsieur Berthe came to Angers in May.
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him what you, Monsieur, and Monsieur Ratier did me the honor of
sharing with me on the subject.
I beg you very humbly to be so good as to let me know if, after our
sister has been away for a few days, your Charity sees that, without
spoiling anything, she can come to Paris. We wouid have to try to send
another sister, because we also intend to recall a sister from Richelieu.
Monsieur Berthe told us, Monsieur, that he had sent you a good girl
who desires to enter our Company; I assure you that, as always, any
young women who have your approval will be welcome, because I am
certaIn that your Charity takes the trouble to investigate their background
and to explain clearly to them the dispositions of body and mind that
are required. I deserve to be accused of boldness, Monsieur, because I
dare to continue to impose upon you, after having failed so often in my
duty by not expressing my gratitude to you. Once again, I very humbly
ask your pardon for this, although I have often refrained from doing so
for fear of distracting you from your holy occupations.
I am anxious to know, Monsieur, if a letter that Monsieur Vincent had
the honor to write to the Bishop of Angers has reached you. I believe it
concerned Monsieur Berthe's visit. I took the liberty of sending it in care
of you last week. Be so good, Monsieur, as to allow me to ask you to
take the trouble to let me know if it has arrived. Permit me also to ask
you very humbly to overlook the lack of understanding on the part of
our sisters and the little fidelity they have shown in putting your holy
advice into practice so that your Charity may, for the love of God, assist
them in this new need, occasioned by the absence of Sister Cecue. I hope
that, by the goodness of Our Lord, this change will prove to be beneficial,
if my sins do not become an obstacle to the grace He wishes to bestow
on your holy guidance. I desire this for our sisters. I also hope to be aided
by your prayers and Masses to obtain this mercy for myself. Allow me
also to say most respectfully that I am in the love of Our Lord, Monsieur,
your very humble and most obedient daughter and servant.
P .S. I am ashamed of this awful handwriting. Please excuse me,
Monsieur.

- 568L.544 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER BARBE ANGIBOUST

Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Chliteaudun
September IS. 16S7

My very dear Sister,
Your letter brought me great pleasure because I was so worried, having
heard from you only once since your departure. Of whom were you
afraid? I am not clear about who this person is. Just put the name in the
corner of the next letter you send me, without any other explanation. I
would also be more at ease if I knew that all that Monsieur Berthe'
requested has been carried out. I think that I made it clear enough that
I was recalling Sister Renee. I have sent someone to meet her at the coach.
You have not yet sent me Sister Laurence's' letter. Until you indicate
the best route, I will not send you your letters nor anything else that
arrived from Bernay. I forgot to tell you that Sister Laurence wishes to
be remembered to you and sends you greetings from several people from
Bernay, including your confessor who was ill the last time she wrote to
me.
I would be very grateful if you would make a little visit to Varize' and
give some of your good advice to Sister Claude,' about her health and
the dispositions of her mind, in your usual gentle and charitable manner.
It would ease my mind to know how she and the Reverend Prior are
getting along.
I will not fail to deliver your message to Monsieur Portail when I see
him. I heard that he was ill, but that it was only a slight indisposition. I
need only mention this to know that your good heart will make you
redouble your prayers for his recovery and for the preservation of our
Most Honored Father's health.
Sister Jeanne Gressier' sends her regards to Sister Anne" and asks you
to tell her that she received her beautiful present of a little case containing
25 pins. Please thank Sister Anne for her. Sister Jeanne is so busy that
she does not have time to write to her herself. Please greet Sister Marthe'
for me, as well as all the other sisters, and tell her that" He who begins,
Monsieur Bertbe was to stop in Chiteaudun in July 1657 (Coste VI, 360).
Laurence Dubois at Bernay. see Letter 419.
Varize was IS kilometers from ChAteaudun.
Claude was at Varize from 1657 to 1659.
s. Jeanne Gressier, see Letter 456, was Procuratrix at the Motherhouse.
6. Anne Bocheron entered the Company of the Daughters of Charity hefore 16". She
went to Paris from ChAteaudun in November 1659 to speak about the virtues of Barbe
Angiboust (Coste X. 676).
7. Marthe will go from ChAteaudun to Varize in November 1658.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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has not yet reached the goal." All our sisters send their greetings and ask
to be remembered in your prayers just as I do since I am, with all my
heart, in the love of Our Lord, my dear Sister, your very humble sister
and servant.
P .S. If God permits, we will send your letters by the earliest departing
coach.

L.545 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTERS
Daughters of Chon~y, Servants of the Sick Poor at Chontilly
September 15. 1657

My very dear Sisters,
You made me very happy by sending me news of your dear selves. I
thank you with all my heart. I praise God that, in His goodness, He has
restored Sister Genevieve' to health. However, I am amazed that I was
not told that her illness was so prolonged. I beg you to let me know
exactly what was wrong.
We owe a great debt of gratitude to these good priests but you must
not abuse this privilege by imposing on them too often. You are aware
that here we do not call on our Superiors except for the sacraments or
for some other urgent need.
Before winter sets in, Sister Genevieve, you must take your turn to
come here for a visit. I beg you to remember, Sister Marie,' that you need
exercise for the good of your health. To accomplish God's will in this
matter, you will be careful not to waste time. But, what am I saying, my
dear Sisters? I am sure that both of you are very exact about this and
that Divine Providence does not fail to provide you with enough work
wherever you have to go. Your fervor would not allow you to fail to
assist your neighbor any more than your charity would permit you to
neglect to pray for our needs. I beg you to do so and to accept the
affectionate greetings of all our sisters. I am in the love of Our Lord, my
very dear Sisters, your very humble sister and servant.
P .S. Please extend my very respectful greetings to the Pastor of
Saint-Firmin and to Monsieur Pesset.
1. Genevieve Doinel, see Letter 3S2.
2. Marie Navain. see Letter SIS.

- 570L.545B • FOR SISTER MARGUERITE CIIETIF'
(at Arras)
September 22, 1657

My very dear Sister,
It has not been more than a week since I allowed myselfthe consolation
of writing to you, although it was at least the second time I had written
without having received any news from you. This has worried me.
However, since I last wrote, I have seen the letter you sent to Sister
Julienne.' In reading it, I realized your goodness toward me, which I do
not deserve. However, is it not true that friendship can be recognized
and reciprocated only by someone who is in tune with oneself? Accept
my very humble thanks then, my dear Sister, for the proof you give me
of your very dear friendship.
In my last letter, I told you that Mademoiselle de Lamoignon' had
sent some money to the Superioress of the Confraternity of Charity to
provide bread for your sick poor. I think that she will explain this more
fully in her letter to Monsieur Delville.· She also tolc! me that she would
take care of your nc:eds, which leads me to teU you, my dear Sister, not
to deprive yourself of essentials. Ask me for what you need or borrow it
until you receive the money.
I trust, my dear Sister, that Our Lord has let you taste the sweetness
reserved for souls ftlled with His love amidst the sufferings and anguish
of this life. If such is not the case and you arestiU standing on Calvary,
rest assured that Jesus Crucified is pleased to see you retire there and to
know that you have enough courage to want to remain there as He did
for love of you. You may be certain that you will emerge from there
gloriously.
Is Sister Radegonde' very courageous? Does she understand the
Christian virtues with which her Spouse wishes to see her adorned? I beg
her to be faithful to Him. I ask each of you to believe that I am in the
love of Jesus Crucified, my dear Sisters, your very humble sister and
servant.
I. MarsuerltO Ch~if, see Letter 302, Ivas sent to Arras on August 30, 16S6.
2. Julienne Loret, see Letter 220, was •• the Motherhouse.
3. Mademoiselle de LaIlIoianon, ....Letter 143.
4. Monsieur Guillaume Delville (1608-16S8) entered the Co_lion of the Mission in
1641. After having worked in Cr6cy and Montmirail. he returned to-his" native region of
Arras where he was the confessor for the sisters.
S. Radesonde Lenfanlio,
Letter 497.

see

- S71 L545C • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER FRANt;:OlSE CARCIREUX

at Rlchelieu
8eptember 26, 1657

My very dear Sister,
I clearly see your sorrow in the words of your letter and I share your
suffering, because I know that your grief comes from the affection Our
Lord has given you for our dear sister.' I embrace her with all my heart
and beg her to love the path on which Our Lord has placed her. This
path is His own because He always suffered during His earthly life. If it
is His holy will to call her to Himself this time, then she will fully realize
in heaven the value of her sufferings.
I wrote you a long letter two weeks ago. Please tell the Superior of
the Mission that Monsieur Vincent gives the confessor permission to
impart the Apostolic Blessing and to apply the indulgence attached to it.
Please God our sister will be here to receive it. If her death comes
beforehand, I still hope that she will derive merit from it. I pray with all
my heart that God will leave her with us a little longer so that she may
add to her heavenly crown by the services she will render Him.
I am closing because I am in a bit of a hurry. Please believe that I am
in the love of Jesus Crucified, my very dear Sister, your very humble
sister and servant.

L.54SD - TO MONSIEUR VINCENr
8eptember 28, 1657

My Most Honored Father,
I very humbly entreat your Charity to will that your daughters always
be in a state of obedience like little children who never oppose the orders
of their Most Honored Father and never believe that they are, at any
time, dispensed from them. In keeping with this desire, we will welcome
the good persons your Charity mentioned. However, I am taking the
liberty, my Most Honored Father, of asking the following questions:
Could we have them take their meals in their rooms because my
ailments prevent me from following a fIXed schedule and the Community
I. Charlotte was no doubt sent to Richelieu to rest. She died in October 1657.
2. Monsieur Vincent answered on the same sheet of paper (sentences in italics).
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be there, we could set a little table for them.
Let them eat in their rooms.
Do they plan to make the exercises of a retreat?
No.

Will they go to Mass? Where?
Here. or wherever they wish.
Must we visit with them often?
For a short time in the morning and the same after dinner.
Will they come and work with our sisters?
If they want to.
If they ask for a sister to accompany them into the city, should we
provide one?
Send a sister.
If their acquaintances come to visit, may we allow them to speak with
them?
You must allow them to speak to visitors.
If they want to go to prayer in the chapel with our sisters, may they]
It would be a good idea.
.
Once all these points are clarified, we will do the best we can.
They will be here only three or four days.
Permit me, my Most Honored Father, to make a very humble request
of you, and please grant it. Please take tea, at least during your retreat.
I am sure you can do so without any inconvenience. For a short time
now, we have had some here which is very good and quite inexpensive.
If you do not make this little effort, for the sake of your health, I am
going to complain to our good God about it. You can take it after dinner,
about four o'clock; I think it will do you a great deal of good.
I do not know if it would be appropriate to send Monsieur I'abbe de
Vaux' Sister Cecile's' letter in which she reveals how eager she is to come
to Paris. If, as early as tomorrow, your Charity could take the trouble
to write about this matter to the Reverend Bishop of Angers, we could
move things along. I am afraid that a delay will cause the gentlemen of
the administration in Angers to have our sister leave too hastily.'
I will do so.
My Most Honored Father, I am taking the liberty of asking your
Charity to remember my needs before God, both with regard to my
salvation and to the service lowe my neighbor. Also, please be good
enough to let me know if I can give another chance to the sister who
brought the note to the assembly yesterday, and send her to Saint-Jac1. Monsieur l'ab~ de Vaux was in Angers.
2. Cecile Angiboust; her departure from Angers required considerable negotiation.
3. Monsieur Vincent had already Written to him about the departure of C6:i1e Angiboust.
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Montigny had insisted upon having her.
For the love of God, my Most Honored Father, often bless all your
poor daughters as well as your very humble and most grateful daughter
and servant.

L.548 • TO SISTER FRAN~OISE MENAGE'
Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Nantes
The 12th of (October 1657)

My very dear Sister,
Truly, I am greatly at fault for not having written to you after I had
the consolation of receiving your dear letters which revealed your
excellent dispositions and your love for your vocation. I beg Our Lord
to continue to grant you the grace to remain faithful to Him.
By the grace of God, our two Sisters Madeleine and Marguerite' are
also doing very well. They continue to ask you to remember them in your
prayers, as do all our dear sisters. Please extend my greetings to all the
sisters of your community, and tell them that, with the help of God, I
will write to each of them.
I imagine that you are vying with one another both in your efforts to
work for your interior perfection and in your service of the sick poor,
whom I believe you deeply love. Remember, however, my dear Sister,
that you must take great care to help them to know and love Our Lord
in whose love I am, my very dear Sister, your humble sister and servant.
P .S. Sister Mathurine' sends her love.

L.549 • TO SISTER BARBE ANGmOUST
at Chliteaudun
October 13, 1657

My very dear Sister,
I showed your letter to Monsieur Vincent, our Most Honored Father,
I. Fran~ise MOnase, see Letter 363.
2. Madeleine and Marguerite Menage, her sisters.
3. Mathurine Guerin, see Letter 280, Louise de Marillac's secretary.
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I was certain that all of you would have much to endure, but, by the
mercy of God, you are generous enough to bear this burden and to help
our sisters to look upon it as the yoke of Our Lord. You also possess
sufficient gentleness and forbearance to treat those with whom you deal
without passion. This is one of the best ways to win them over.
It seems to me that, for the time being, the assistance you are receiving
from that baker is very advantageous for you. However, since he is quite
old, it is to be feared that, should anything go wrong, you would be
obliged to hire a younger man. In any event, you can continue as you
are until you receive word to the contrary.
I sent a note to Monsieur Ie Maistre from whom I have not had any
news for quite a while. It seems to me that I enclosed a note for him in
a letter to you.
I think that we will soon have Sister cecneJ with us. She would
probably be here already had she not gone to Richelieu, where Sister
Charlotte> died a week ago. Nevertheless, I think that she is on her way.
Perhaps, she could stop to see you en route, if it is not too far out of the
way. I continue to hope that you will see one another because she will
be here for a long time.
We have great reason to praise God for the harmony that exists among
you and for your fidelity in observing your Rules, insofar as the service
of the poor permits. Nevertheless, I am a bit annoyed with Sister Anne'
and Sister Marthe' for not taking turns in writing to me from time to
time. I am certain that you would encourage them to do so.
We are sending you your cross and your letters and we assure you of
the affection of all our sisters who wish to be remembered to you and to
all our other dear sisters as well as to the sisters at Varize. I am astonished
that I have had no news of them for so long.
Believe me always in the love of Our Lord, my dear Sister, your very
humble sister and servant.

I. C6clle Angiboust, see Letter lOS, left Ansers.
2. Charlotte, see Letter S4Sc.
3. Anne Bocheron. see Letter S44.

4. Marthe, see Letter S44.
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October IS. 1637

My very dear Sister,
I am not surprised that Our Lord has given you a share in His interior
sufferings. Did you think that you could be so honored before God and
His angels without its costing you anything? I am certain that His grace
is sustaining you very powerfully during this period when you feel
abandoned and lacking in sensibility toward God. Moreover, do you not
realize, my dear Sister, that the Holy Spouse of our souls takes His delight
in these trials, when we bear them with loving patience and peaceful
acceptance, without being troubled by what we are enduring when we
find ourselves in such a state?
I am certain that you are careful not to lose these opportunities to
bear witness to your fidelity. I am likewise sure that your heart is not
open to listening to the arguments of nature which incline us to judge
events without the guidance of Divine Providence and the accomplishment of the most holy will of God. I know that you turn a deaf ear to
any longing for the garlic and onions of Egypt that would lead us to
desire to be, once again, back in our native town, among people we know.
Sometimes these persons compliment us. This seems to comfort us a great
deal because our senses are involved. For a time, our minds derive pleasure
from reflecting on these words, but after a while, we find that we have
not become more virtuous because of them.
If we are assailed by temptations and trials, we become completely
dejected, imagining ourselves to be in a deplorable state. And truly, this
would be our condition if we did not cling to God by the tip of our souls,
saying to Him, from the depths of our hearts, "My God, do whatever
you will; I belong entirely to you!" Despite these temptations, we must
perform all our actions purely and simply for the love of God.
You must be convinced that it is His holy will that you find yourself
in the state in which He has placed you, either by the direct operation of
His Providence or by permitting His creatures to put you in such a state.
Have you considered, my dear Sister, what we have learned from the
example of Saint John the Baptist who knew Our Lord so well that he
bore witness to Him, as you know, and loved Him more than anyone
else in this world? Nevertheless, he drew away from Him, or rather God
separated him from Jesus by his vocation to penance, although he was
born without the stain of sin. Could it not be, my dear Sister, that God
wanted to give this example to souls that He wishes to separate from all
earthly affection, so that He may fill their hearts with His holy love?
How consoling for a soul to find itself completely dependent on His
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Do not believe that things will always be as they now are.
Please extend my very cordial greetings to our dear Sister. I am, for
both of you, in the love of Jesus Crucified ...

L.558 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISlER BARBE ANGIBOUST
Daughter of Charity at CMteaudun
November 2, 1657

My very dear Sister,
It seems that it has been a long time since I have spoken to your good
heart. I do not even know if I sent you news of Sister Cecile's' arrival.
She returned here in good health and filled with good will. She received
your letter and was filled with great tenderness because of the good advice
you gave her. I can assure you that she had already begun putting it into
practice. Our good God has destined her to work, so He did not will to
leave her with us for long to practice patience during a period of
unemployment. God called her to replace Sister Anne Hardemont' at the
Petites Maisons while Sister Anne comes here to make her Holy Exercises.'
I have heard that Charlotte' has returned to Chars. If you know
anything about it, please let me know. Also, please send me detailed news
of yourself.
I was convinced that your gentleness, submission and cordiality would
succeed in dissipating the little dissatisfaction caused by this change. I
was also certain that you would not spare yourself in your efforts to
appease by words those whom you could not satisfy in deed.
I beg Sister Anne Bocheron' to excuse me for not writing to her by
this mail. Please assure her that I was very consoled to received her letter
and to have news of Sister Marthe.' My greetings to both of them. I am
with all my heart, my very dear Sister, your very humhle sister and servant.
I. Cecile Ansiboust. see Letter lOS.
2. Anne Hardemont. see Letter 110.
3. The annual retreat.
4. Cbarlotte Moreau. see Letter 349, who left the Company of the Dauahters of Charity.
S. Anne Bocheron. see Letter 544.
6. Marthe, see Letter 544.

- 577L.SS! - TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER LAURENCE DUBOlS l
Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Bemay
November 16, 16S7

My very dear Sister,
I do not know if you are receiving our letters. We have written to you
since Sister Anne' left but we have had no news from you. This is
worrisome for me, so I urge you to write as soon as you possibly can.
Please tell me about your work and if charity is still practiced there.
Before Sister Anne left, she mentioned a new habit but I thought, at
the time, that she did not need one. However, my dear Sister, if you see
that she really does, let me know. I am afraid she would not ask for it
out of courtesy and to avoid superfluity.
I rejoice in the hope that you are living together in great union, that
your mutual support unites you in one heart and one mind in Jesus Christ,
and that you are, therefore, a source of great edification to everyone.
Sister Anne's sister' is still at Saint-Nicolas and is still in need of
prayers. All our sisters send their greetings. Some of them had been ill,
but they are better now, thank God, except Sister Jeanne-Marie: who is
completely bedridden because of her usual infirmities. Please ask God to
grant her the grace to profit from them.
I am sure that you do not neglect to entreat Our Lord to keep our
Most Honored Father in, good health. Please remember also to pray for
Monsieur Portail. He had been seriously ill and is still weak, but he is
much better, thank God.
Sister Barbe' still shares the same affection you experienced when you
were together. Enclosed are tangible proofs of it.
Believe me always in the love of Our Lord, my very dear Sisters, your
very humble sister and servant.

1. Laurence Dubois, see Letter 419.
2. Anne Levies, see Letter 536.
3. Marie Levies entered the Company of the Daughters of Charity after August 1655. She
seems to have remained in the parish of Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet until 1660.
4. Jeanne-Marie went to Sedan in 16S4. After her return to the MQtherhouse. she· was
frequently ill. She died in April16S8.
S. Barbe Anglbowt, see Letter 43. lived in Bemay with Laurence I,)ubois for three years.

- 578L.55Z • TO MADAME DANSE'
November 20, 1657

Madame,
If I were in better health, I would not fail to afford myself the honor
of visiting you to pay my respects. I would also assure you that, according
to what she herself told me, Madame de Saint-Martin is facing total ruin
because of the losses she has suffered. She is also threatened with the
prospect of having the house, which the Queen was good enough to have
purchased for the Daughters of Charity at Fontainebleau, put up for
public auction. She sees no solution other than from the payment of the
back rent owed for the said house, which she could have paid had she
received the funds allocated by Her Most Just and Charitable Majesty.
She still hopes to receive this assistance and trusts, Madame, that your
goodness in her regard will obtain it for her by your kind ministrations,
which you undertake for the love of God and out of concern for a poor,
afflicted widow. I do not dare to add to this my own very humble plea,
but I do assure you of my respect and obedience in the love of Our Lord
in whom I remain, your very humble and most grateful servant.

L.554 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTERS CLAUDE' AND MARIE'
Daughters of Charity, Servants of the Sick Poor at Angers
November 2S (1657)

My very dear Sisters Claude and Marie,
Thank you for the news you sent me about our sisters. I praise God
with all my heart that they are faithful in continuing to serve the poor
as they did at the time that Sister Cecile' was there. I cannot hide the
fact, my dear Sisters, that I was very consoled to learn of the fruit of her
direction from Monsieur I'abbe and from Monsieur Ratier. This leads me
to say that the Daughters of Charity of Angers have been singularly
blessed by God for the service of the sick poor of the hospitals. May He
be forever blessed!
1. Madame Danse, Lady of Charity. was a Lady-in-Waiting for the Queen. Monsieur
Vincent and Louise de Marillac often sought her intervention with the Queen.
2. Claude Carre. see Letter 50S, the new Sister Servant of the hospital of Angers.
3. Marie Gaudoin, the Assistant, see Letter 294.
4. Cecile Angiboust, see Letter 108.
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One of the practices of all our sisters strikes me as excellent and I beg
them and you also, my dear Sisters, to continue it. It consists of informing
the Sister Servant of everything that occurs in the hospital. She is to be
the only one to render any account to any of the numerous people
involved, after she has learned from you the state of affairs in the matters
for which you are responsible. If you always respect this custom, you
may be certain that all will go well. You will be respected by those outside
the Company, and the union and cordiality prevalent among you will be
so strong that it will form an impregnable rampart against the devil.
We owe a great debt of gratitude to Monsieur Ratier for the trouble
he takes to give you so many conferences. The angels will preserve the
recollection of them to present to God the profit you have derived from
them, while the demons will remember them to reproach you for failing
to put them into practice.
At the present time, we cannot send you copies of any of the
conferences given here. As for yours, you cannot transcribe them unless
you have a sister write down all that she can remember of what is said,
then copy it over neatly and give it to other sisters to verify from their
recollections. However, to transcribe entire conferences you would need
a sister who did nothing else. It suffices to write down the principal
recommendations his Charity gives you and then to share on them among
yourselves from time to time.
I am amazed, Sister Claude, that you have not written to me. I believe
that Monsieur Berthe' named you to replace Sister Cecile until she returns.
If you cannot write, you can have someone else do it, but in your name.
You can also act independently, overcoming your timidity or rather, a
bit of mental laziness.
I embrace our dear sisters very affectionately and urge them, insofar
as they are able, to keep before their eyes, in all that happens, the desire
to accomplish the will of God. I ask them and you also to believe that I
am in the love of Jesus Crucified, my dear Sisters, your very humble
sister and servant.
P .S. I do not know if you have received the letter that I wrote to the
entire community.

1. Monsieur Berthe passed through Angers in May 1657.

- 580L,555 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER LAURENCE DUBOIS'

Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Bemay
December 4, 1657

My very dear Sister,
I praise God with all my heart for the great pea\:C that exists between
you and the Ladies of Charity. There is nothing more powerful to preserve
this peace than the respect and humility you must manifest toward them.
If there is someone who looks after your needs, you must not become
proud or overbearing because of this but say quite simply, "Monsieur
. . . wants things this way."
I believe that the Confraternity of Charity functions differently at
Demay from other places. This is why I am asking you to send me a COpy
of your Rules and an outline of what is asked of you. I will then show
the materials to our Most Honored Father. After he has examined them,
we will send you the clarifications his Charity judges advisable and tell
you how they are to be carried out.
I did not think that Sister Anne' would need habits so soon, but since
you consider it necessary, we are sending yOll a skirt. I greet her most
cordially and urge her to work at her perfection. I can assure you of
Sister Barbe's' continued affection. She never writes to me, as far as I
can remember, without speaking of you. She greets you warmlY and asks
to be remembered in your prayers, AlI our sisters and I do tbe same. I
am in the love of Our Lord, my very dear Sister, your very humble sister
and servant.

L,557 • TO MY VERY DEAR SISTER BARBE ANGIBOUST

Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Chliteaudun
December 18, 1657

My very dear Sister,
I am taking advantage of the visit of the Prior of Varize to ask you
if you received two letters that I sent to you by messenger about two
weeks ago. I want also to ask if you have any recent news of our sisters
1. Laurence Dubois. see Letter 419.
2. Anne Levies, see Letter 536.
3. Barbe Angiboust. see Letter 43.
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at Varize.' Let me know also if people in general are growing satisfied
with your changes, and if your cordiality and gentleness are attracting
persons of rank to the hospital where they can do some good.
Perhaps I am mistaken in believing that it was you who told me that
you were teaching little girls, and that the administrators were very
pleased about it.
Greet Monsieur Ie Maistre and Mademoiselle Libereau very humbly
for me. Sister Cecile' continues to be well, thank God, although she has
a great deal to endure. She sends her love. She longs to see you but she
is at peace. All our sisters join me in sending greetings. We ask the three'
of you to remember us in your prayers. I assure you that I am, with aU
my heart, in the love of Our Lord, my very dear Sister, your very humble
sister and servant.

1658
Establishment of the Daughters of Charity at Usael, Metz and Calais.
December 27: death of Sister Barbe Angiboust.

L.SS9 • TO SISTER BARBE ANGIBOUST
Daughter of Charity, Servant of the Sick Poor at Ch8teaudun
January 6. 165S

My very dear Sister,
I was worried because I had not received any news of your dear self.
I was very much afraid that our letters had been lost. Indeed, I believe
they have been, because I think that your answer is to the letter that the
Prior of Varize brought you.
I have learned from a very reliable source that Charlotte' has returned
to her home town, which is Chars, and that she is not married. I imagine
that her Pastor is relieved about this because, as you know, we no longer
have any sisters there.'
Sister Elisabeth' from Sainte-Marie is better, thank God, but Sister
Marie' has exchanged places with her and is quite ill.
I. Sulpice Dubois and Claude.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

cecile Angiboust, ... Letter lOS.
Barbe Angiboust. Anne Bocheron. and Marthe. see Letter 544.
Charlotte Moreau, ... Letter 349.
The Daughters of Charity left Chars around Ausust-September 1657.
Elisabeth Jousteau, ... Letter 421.
7. Marie Papillon. see Letter 440.

